[Come into the park that is said to be dead and look: / the shimmer of distant laughing shores, / the pure clouds' unexpected blue / lights up the ponds and the colorful paths. // There take the deep yellow, the soft gray / of birches and of boxwood, the wind is warm, / the late roses have not yet fully wilted, / select and kiss them, and braid the garland. // Do not forget these last asters either, / the purple around the tendrils of wild vines / and also what has remained of green life / be consoled for it gently in the autumnal vision.]
[THE WORD: Wonders from afar or dream / I brought to my country's edge // and waited until the gray Fate / found its name in her well-// then I could grasp it close and strong / now it blossomed and shone throughout the border land . . . // Once I arrived from a good voyage / with a gem rich and delicate // she searched long and announced to me: / "Nothing is sleeping here in the deep reaches" // whereupon it slipped out of my hand / and my country never received the treasure . . . // Thus I learned sadly to renounce: / No thing may be where the word is lacking.] The first of these two texts is probably one of the best-known poems among educated speakers of German. I do not say: one of the bestknown poems in the German language. Because I am going to argue that that poem, Stefan George's "Komm in den totgesagten park," is in a strong sense not written in the German language.
Gateway
It is, first of all, a gateway poem. The speaker and his companion (if there really is one) are standing at the entrance to a "park," ready to go in. We too, I suggest, are standing at a gate, which is represented in part by the word totgesagt. We have a choice. We can dismiss that word, by reading into it only the easiest of its possible meanings: said or thought to be dead, declared dead. Or we can open it up and take a good look at it. "Schau," we are told. "Look."
Does totgesagt really mean only totgeglaubt (believed to be dead) or perhaps für tot erklärt ("declared dead," which would suggest totgesprochen, parallel to freigesprochen)? It seems to me that there is at least one further meaning here alongside the others: that totgesagt also suggests totgeredet, or zu Tode geredet, meaning "talked to death." This meaning is supported by a very interesting pattern in the poem. The first word of the last line of each stanza is a more or less outrageous play on two different verbs or on two widely differing meanings of the same verb. The case in the last stanza is clearest,
